
USER RESEARCH 
Banker Insight and Teller Insight Administrative Services Team 
April 12, 2007 
 
Moderators 
Sarah Mondol and Eric Olsen, Product Development and Usability 
 
Admin Services Participants (Conversion Analysts) 
Mary—Team Manager (BI and TI), 10 years at Metavante 
Char—does TI admin 100% and has a halftime backup, 8 years at Metavante 
Sharon—does BI admin 100%, 9 years at Metavante 
Francesca—does BI admin 1005 (has TI training and experience), 5 years at Metavante 
 
Areas to explore: 
What are the workflow types of scenarios—the types of requests from customers? 
What are the business drivers? 
Compliance issues? 
How do Marketing promotions impact the workflow? 
 
Business process enabled workflow: promotion comes from Marketing, submits it to work queue, 
then forwarded to admin for implementation. 
 
How elegant should the solution be? 

 Low--Each task to be a discreet, stand alone activity 

 Mid--Add a data field, then go to choice lists, then go to the next page. Give the user links 
to possibly-related pages/tasks. 

 Mid--Guided workflow, take the user to the logical next steps in a defined order 



 
OVERVIEW / BACKGROUND 
Some banks have one technical admin and one functional admin. 
 
After a year of using the application every day, Metavante admins start to “feel comfortable” with 
the app and are about 50% up to speed. It is a very complex application. This causes workflow 
problems, and managers have scheduling difficulties because of the varying ranges of expertise 
amongst the admins. 
 
Admin Services serves both large and small customers. There is no “standard” admin profile or 
level of expertise. It depends on the customer.  
 
Some banks use 3rd party tech providers for tech admin only—functional admin is always done by 
bank personnel 
 
Enhancements are handled by developers—but if customization is required then Mary (Team 
Manager) is involved as a companion supplier. 
 
Troubleshooting step is really needed. Must be included. Need to be able to see how the pieces 
fit together—the overall big picture when working on a small part of it. 
 
 
 
 



BANKER INSIGHT  
Many BI banks do not use Metavante’s Admin Services and may not be in contact with us at all. 
Service plans typically range from 40-500 hours per year. Hours cannot be rolled over to the next 
year. 
 
Employee admin (adding/deleting employee names and passwords) is done on a daily or almost 
daily basis. Other tasks are done much less frequently and generate many more service calls. 
Almost all banks do the employee changes themselves, a few small banks have Admin Services 
do it. 
 
Metavante uses a dedicated analyst for each customer 
Banks can do their own customization, and many do. 
It is labor intensive to maintain. 
They can add products/branches/forms 
Do version updates/grandfather a product 
 
Workspaces—larger banks go back to the workspaces and author them to get them to look the 
way they want them to. One big bank does this weekly. 
 
Training: 
1.5 days of technical admin training 
5 days of training for functional admins 
“The admin is not well-versed in BI after the course is done.” 
 
BI assistance calls: 
Reporting issues—data is not printing on forms correctly 
Requests to add products (needs new pages and new fields to fill out forms) or change forms or 
not include some of the vendor-supplied forms included in the forms update 
BI for loans is more complex—most questions are here 
Forgot how to do… 
Never done it before 
 
ISSUES 

 Training new admins (1.5 months after a new admin starts, she is 50% accurate) 

 Get lots of development requests form big banks to do things that have not been done 
before 

 Remove Bank Control options that I don’t need from CL 

 End user complaints drive auth changes 

 Don’t make me see it on the screen—just prefill it (Statement Cycle and Account Type)—
but this is conditional logic and conversion reps end up having to do lots of add’l logic 
work 

 Admin is often a Customer Service Rep or a platform user who serves as a subject 
matter expert 

 Some banks have one admin for loans and a different one for deposits 

 Version upgrades are done twice a year and take 10 hours to implement 

 Forms updates are done quarterly and take from 5-20 hours to implement (3 hours for 
deposits, and much longer for loans)  

 Customizations take about 2 hours per feature, up to 5-6 hours 



 
TELLER INSIGHT 
Banks do not have the ability to do customization.  
They can add new bank/branch/employees 
Cannot add trans codes or workspaces 
 
Training: 
2 days of technical admin training—usually attended by more of a functional person who knows 
teller tasks 
 
Teller Insight assistance calls: 
The path for the new forms is not found 
End user errors, missed a step 
Tried to reverse something and did it wrong 
Want to know how many hours it would take to customize to show balances or not show balances 
 
ISSUES 

 Customers don’t have access to very much, they don’t like that, they can only do the 
employee stuff 

 Admin is overwhelming at first, because there are so many pieces—it is a puzzle at first 
 



 
METAVANTE INSIGHT 
MI authoring is currently only available for customer and choice list updates 
Not a lot they can admin on end-user side, as this info comes from Bank Control. 
Majority of MI relies on entitlement. 
 
MI Admin is a security admin, not a functional admin. Most of the support questions are about 
entitlement. 
 
MI assistance calls: 
Entitlement questions are the most common 
How do I…? type questions 
Deposits has lots and lots of forms and related activities and all are connected to each other 
making app very complicated 
Loading a new app, need help 
 
ISSUES 

 Troubleshooting step is missing and is needed. Admins need to be able to see how the 
pieces fit together—the overall big picture when working on a small part of it. 

 
“When I fix one thing, it breaks a bunch of stuff. That is a pain point for us and for 
our customers.” Admin Services Manager 

 
“It gets scary ‘cause you don’t know what you will break when you are entering 
so many new pages and fields. Now you are entering the programming world.” 
MI Admin 

 
 

 The Admin Services group was formed to fill in the gap because the product was too 
difficult to use. This creates ill will with customers and a bad reputation in the market.  

 
“You are kidding me. You are selling me such a bad product that I need ongoing 
customer support at the analyst level and then you are turning around and 
charging me a premium for it.” Customer 
 

 End user complaints drive authoring changes 

 Want to remove unneeded Bank Control options from choice lists 

 Don’t make me see it on the screen—just prefill it (Statement Cycle and Account Type)—
but this is conditional logic and conversion reps end up having to do lots of additional  
logic programming 



 
QUOTES 
“The better admins know BI run-time and have been out [in the field] and used it. They are also 
better at testing.” 
 
“When I fix one thing, it breaks a bunch of stuff. That is a pain point for us and for our customers.” 
 
“It gets scary cause you don’t know what you will break. When you are creating so many new 
pages and fields—now you are entering the programming world.”  
 
“Banks should not have to test every thing over and over again, especially if it is not related to 
their issues in the first place.” 
 
“A change in one place it breaks things over here and over there. It is hard to know what caused 
the problems and where to start troubleshooting them. Testing is also laborious and difficult.”  
 
“Currently we have no idea where the impacts or breaks will be when we fix something.” 
 
“Whatever you do, keep it simple. Will MI stay as simple as we grow and grow? As it is more 
robust and generates more issues will it become complicated like BI and TI did?” 
 
“We need to be able to see the big picture when we work on a small part of it.” 
 
“The tools are complex. After a year of hands-on training, Metavante BI and TI admins are just 
learning to use the tools.” 

 


